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Isotopic exchange experiments performed in TPTR are used to examine the 

outgassing and diffusive properties of graphite used as the plasma liraiter. 

Changeover from hydrogen to deuterium for different periods ranges from " 600 

to 60 plasma discharges, which appears to be correlated to the liraiter 

temperature. We present a simple analytical model that predicts a fast 

transient (~ 10 plasma discharges) changeover where the deuterium fueling 

dilutes the adsorbed and near-surface hydrogen, and a slowly changing term 

where bulk hydrogen diffuses to the surface. Using this model we can extract 

an activation energy for diffusion of 0t15 ± 0.02 eV. We hypothesize that 

interpore diffusion for this porous {~ 15%) material is consistent with our 

observations. 

This work presented at the 32nd National Symposium of the American Vacuum 
Society, Nov. 19-22,1995, Houston Tex=:3. 
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\ . INTRODUCTION 

Plasma-wall interactions play a significant role in the production of 

high temperature plasmas used in controlled thermonuclear reactor (CTR) 

research devices. The plasma temperatures necessary to achieve the goals of 

fusion energy production plac~. severe demands on the materials Uf.ed in such 

devicesi Limiters placed at the boundary of magnetically confined, high-

temperature plasmas restrict a large portion of the plasma-wall interaction to 

a material which can be chosen to Etiinimize its effects upon the pla3ma and 

withstand the incident high heat and particle fluxes. One of the more 

successful limiter materials is graphitic carbon, owing to its high 

sublimation temperature, good thermal properties, low neutron activation, and 

low atomic number. 

One disadvantage of graphite as a choice for a limiter material is its 

capacity for gas absorption. One method of studying outgassing behavior of 

carbon is to investigate the recycling behavior of a carbon litniter through 

isotopic exchange of the fueling gas. Recycling is the process that occurs 

when the plasma is fueled by gas and particles from the limiter and walls of 

the CTR device. A further motivation in examining the isotopic exchange 

behavior of these devices is that in the future, fusion research devices will 

be using tritium in the plasma (and hence in the walls and the limiter). 

Minimal exchange times for tritium are desired to reduce the amount of vacuum 

vessel and ancillary component neutron activation. 

In this work we present our results of hydrogen isotopic exchange 

observed in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). In Sec. B, we discuss the 

experimental arrangement of TFTR. In Sec. C, we present our results, and 

discuss them in context of other isotopic exchange experiments in sec. o. 
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B. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The TFTR vacuum vessel1 is S6 ra3 in volume and has approximately 200 a? 

of internal surface area. The walls are fabricated from 304LN stainless steel 

and Inconel X750. TiC-coated graphite (all of the graphite discussed in this 

work is POCO AXF-5Q) tiles protect the outer wall (10% of the torus area) from 

direct neutral beam strikes. Two large turbo-pumped (20-m long by 1 — in 

diameter) pumping ducts provide 10 kl/s pumping speed (of H,) to the torus. 

An additional 100 kl/s torus hydrogenio pumping speed is provided by the 

prototype ZrAl bulk gettering system,' Typical base pressures in the torus 

several hours after plasma operations (i.e., overnight) are in the low 10 

torr range. High power plasma (HPP) discbarges (or shots) in TFTR have 

Plasma current in the range 0,8 to 2.5 MA and toroidal m.ignetic fields of 1,0 

to 5.2 T with a range in size from 0,4 to 0.8Sm minor radius and 2.15 to 3.05 

m major radius for plasma duration of 4 to 6 s. The maximum neutral beam 

auxiliary heating of the plasma has been 6 HW to date. 

Suspended 15 cm (minimum) away from the outer wall, a moveable limiter 

of about 2.8-m length and 60-cm width comprising ~ 150 kg of graphite, 

contacts the plasma for a large majority of the plasma discharges. For the 

83/84 run period the limiter was coated with a layer of Tie. Subsequent to 

this run period, the Tic was removed and bare graphite was used. Some small 

fraction of the total number of the discharges was run on the inner wall of 

the machine, where the plasma contacting surfaces were Inconel. For upcoming 

plasma operation, the inner wall has been resurfaced6 with carbon tiles (~ 1 

Hg) to withstand the total power capability of TFTR (~ 30 MW input power). 

Prior to machine operations, the vessel must be conditioned' to reduce 

the total impurities to achieve ultra-high vacuum conditions in the vacuum 

vessel, as well as to outgas the walls and limiter of oxygen and carbon 
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compounds. Machine pressure is monitored by two fast ion gauges, several 

slow, large-dynamic-range ion gauges and two residual-gas-analyzer guadruoole-

raass-spectrometer systems (RGA's), The fast ionization gauges are located on 

the torus, about 1 m from the plasma discharge during operation. These gauges 

are used ijr feedback operation of gas input into the vessel immediately 

before the discharge {and hence the necessity for fast response). The RGA's 

are located about halfway down the pumping ducts and are therefore separated 

spatially and temporally from the plasma discharge. This separation from the 

discharge may alter the ratio of some of the molecules from that in the 

discharge, especially for oxyger. compounds. 

During and immediately after the discharge, the fast ion gauges and the 

RGA's signals are recorded. Post plauma discharge analysis of these data 

reveals the time history of the torus pressure and the species mix from the 

vessel outgassing after the discharge (Fig. 1). The hydrogen isotopic ratio 

is determined by taking the sum of twice the mass 2 ( H ? ) peck (P2) and the 

mass 3 (HD) peak (PO divided by the sum of twice the mass 2, 3, and 4 (Dj) 

peaks CP4) or: 

H/(H+D) = (2 P 2 + P 3)/2(P 2 + P 3 + P4> . (1) 

Further isotopic ratio information can be determined by taking the ratio of 

the line brightness of the hydrogen and deuterium Lyman-alpha transitions 

(H and D, respectively). The H (and D) line brightness is a measure of the 

amounts of hydrogen (deuterium) influx into the edge of the plasma. The 

brightness is measured by a visible light spectrophotometer (VIPS). 1 0 The 
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r a t io s of the hydrogen isotopie abundance using the HGfl and VIPS typical ly 

agrees to w.thin 10*P This good agreement between v is ib le emission and mass 

spectroscopies has been observed by others . we are confident, therefore, 

that the RGR value of the hydrogen r a t io af ter the shot is a good measure of 

the r a t i o a t the end of the shot . 

Limiter temperatu-e was monitored by an infrared television camera 

tIRTV). The TPTR IRTV is a 64 X 128 pixel array CCD camera, which i s 

described in d e t a i l e l sewhere . 1 2 The temperature s ens i t i v i t y ranges from 300 

to 3000°C. By observing the l imiter temperature, and by usinq a one-

dimensional heat t ransport code, the to ta l power to the l imiter can be 

inferred. The power balance in TFTR12 between measured input [ohmie and 

neutral beam) and the output (radiated power and power to the l imiter) agrees 

rather well, to within 10%. This can be exploited to deduce the l imi te r 

temperature a t times when the IRTV was not in use. 3y comparing the l imiter 

peak temperature T (in "C! to the power deposited a t the l imiter Pp j I H (in w), 

determined {assuming power balance) from the power input (PQH + PNBl' l e s s 

the power radiated { Ppin'r a power law scaling can be determined (see Fig. 

2) : 

T - 0.3031 <P 0 H • P N f i l - P R a D ) ° ' 5 9 2 - (2) 

We use this scaling to infer the limiter temperatures used in this work. 
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C. RESULTS 

We examine the hydrogen isotope exchange experience for ti/o run periods 

on TFTR: October 1933 to January 1984 and Hay 1984 to ftpril 1985. In both 

cases the machine was initially conditioned in H and subsequently conditioned 

in D. High power operations were started in deuterium in both periods, with 

several changeover runs in the second period. 

As can be seen in Fig. 3a, it toofc over 500 HPP discharges for the 

hydrogen ratio (HR = H/[H+D] ) to fall to the 10* level for the 83/84 run 

period. There appears to be a saturation phenomenon at the 10% level: the HR 

does not drop below that level for either run period. Similar results were 

seen for the 84/85 run period, with the exception that whenever the neutral 

beam injector (NBI) valves were opened, the influx of H from the neutralizer 

gas cells produced transitory large values of HR. Once the NBI's were pumped 

mare adequately with lower cryo-panel temperatures, this problepi was less 

severe. Once the HBI's were converted to D, the ambiguity is removed for H+0 

exchange (i.e., no H influx to contaminate the walls between shots). 

Transitory excursions of HR were also seen during the 84/85 period following 

brief (2 day) air exposure of the vessel. 

During the 84/85 run period several isotopic exchange tuns were performed 

(as well as two short periods of helium operation). Over the course of this 

period as wore neutral beam power was introduced, a general increase in the 

power loading to the limlter occurred, causing A concomitant increase in 

limi'ter temperatures. It was observed that the value of HR was dropping 

faster for isotopic exchange runs later in the run period (see Fig. 3b), which 

occurred with higher liraiter temperatures. 
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0. DISCUSSION 

The relatively long isotdpic exchange times exhibited by the data in Fig. 

3a are unprecedented. Wilson et al. recently published a review1' of the 

isotopic exchange rates observed in a variety of .tokamaks with metal 

limiters. Typical exchange times of less than ten shots were necessary to 

achieve 90% changeover to the new species. TFR observed exchange rates for 

metal liraiters to be less than one shot and about ten for carbon limiters, 

under the same operating conditions. Changeover from H to D for the Joint 

European Torus (JET), equipped with carbon limiters, takes about 10 shots when 

the vessel has not been conditioned. Longer exchange times, 20 to 30 shots, 

have been observed after depositing a layer of carbon on the walls and limiter 
1 5 with glow discharge in percent mixture of CH 4 in H 2- The presumption is 

that the new carbon layer is rich in hydrogen, and therefore fuels the plasma 

until it is depleted. 

%s a result of the large porosity of graphite compared to metals, along 

with its relatively high bulk solubility for hydrogen, we hypothesize that the 

long exchange times observed in TFTR are due to hydrogen di f fusion from the 

bulk to the surface during the course of many shots. Doyle has measured a 

1 at.% bulk concentration of hydrogen in off-the-shelf P0C0 graphite as well 

as samples removed from the TFTR moveable limiter after the 84/85 run 

period. This provides a possible source of 10 hydrogen atoms stored in the 

limiter. integrating the total hydrogen from the isotopic exchange for Fig. 

3a yields on the order 10 hydrogen atoms. 

We can model the behavior of the HR behavior with a relatively simple 

analytical model. We make the following assumptions: 

1. RGh measurements taken immediately after the shot give HR for the end 

of the plasma discharge. 



2. When the plasma is in the equilibrium phase with the wall, the HR is 

the same in an area that extends into the limiter a depth equal to 

the range of the particles incident from the plasma. We define this 

area the active area (of depth a). 

3. The active area becomes saturated (local mixing model for carbon) 

and is sufficiently stirred up by the incident particles from the 

plasma so that the diffusion rate D + °° for that area. 

4. The definition of terras is as follows: 

Number of particles introduced to the vacuum vessel from gas 

valves (i.e., fueling gas) per unit area of the limiter for 

the i t h shot. 

Number of particles in the plasma per unit area of the 

limiter for the i t h shot. 

Number of particles in the active limiter area per unit area 

(saturated so N f t is independent of i). 

Number of particles diffusing from bulk into the active area 

a from the end of the (i-1) shot to the end of the i " shot, 

per unit area. 

Depth of the active area. 

s -
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b - Depth of the bulk (b>>a). 

T - Net flow of particles from B to A per unit ares per unit 

time (flux). 

fj - HR for the i t h shot. 

superscript suffixes (H or D) indicate the isotope in 

question. 

XNF = xn^a + 1H F
D,- 1 N p

H = 0 for all i (i.e., no H fueling during H + 

D change). 

Nft = i M a
H + 1N f l

D; Nft = °N A
H (no D in active area to begin). 

How consider the simple case of no diffusion from bulk, i.e., m = 0: 

O H + 1 H 

A F 

Let us define the dlmensionless fueling parameter Z^ = '̂Np/N̂  and note 
i. H 

that ti = "A / NA f r o m assumption 2 above: 

fi--rr?7 • < 4 > 
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Iterate Eq. (4) until there are i terras of (1 + ? n ) - 1 times f Q which >-1 

(no D in limiter to start) and assume 5^ * £ (fueling the sane for all 

shots) . This assumption i3 quite good over the range of shots being 

considered for each changeover experiment in T:7TR. 

^-ir^-i1 • «> 

This result is reasonable, as it is analogous to the exponential d~op in the 

concentration for diluting a sclution using equal volumes of the previous 

solution in the next dilution step. 

How we consider the case where there is diffusion from the bulk to the 

active area A. Consider the dimensionless parameter 0 i = "NB/Nft, where the 

hydrogen diffuses into the active area primarily during the shot (while the 

limiter is hot), then by similar arguments used in the previous parajraphs 

E i - , + °i 

If the hydrogen were to diffusa af ter the shot , provided that the 

diffusive fraction o. is low comparer to the H in the act ive area, then 

n - V ci-i + a i 
f =. 1 LJ i. , < 7 ) 

1 + C. 
i 
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The result is quite insensitive to mode (although we suspect that most of the 

diffusion is occurring while the limiter is hot). Using the approximations 

(1 - o.) ~ 1 and 5J + o. ~ 4. (assume the diffusion from bullc is small 

compared to total number of particles in limiter and plasma) and using the 

fact that we do not vary the fueling, we obtain for either Eqs. (6) or (7) 

1 °-
1 ' x • " ( 8 ) 1 1 + t j - 1 (1 + C)3 

Now, assume a. weakly varies with i , for TFTR C J - ° i + i ) / t I i "" .̂2% and use 

the fact that 

(9) 
j=1 (1 + C)1 C 

where this is a very quiclcly converging series. For | C | >_0A, j ~ 10 is 

fully adequate for our purposes. He therefore obtain the following result: 

fi = L TT?J i + - r • < 1 0 > 
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This relation makes rather good sense in that we have a rapidly decaying 

transient and the weakly varying (with i) source term that is the driver in 

the equation after 10 or so shots. 

We can use Eq. (10) to study the transitory behavior that we see in the 

values of HR. We observe transients from 10 (NBI neutralizer H contamination) 

to 50 shots (after a major, ~ 3 month, vessel opening). The implied values of 

C (O.oa to 0.1) can be accounted for, in large part, by aaauming several 

monolayers of H on the vessel walls vs. our gas fueling (several torr-liters). 

Now 0 = T it, where it is a time characteristic of the shot cycle, 

depending upon the time period of diffusion. The flux from the bulk into the 

active area can be considered as an exchange process between a dilute solution 

(the active area) and an immersed diffusive sheet (the bulk). ° 

r o E 5 escp{-D(j + 2 ) 2 f 2t/b 2) . (11) 
j=1 .<2j + IP* 

This, too, i s a quickly converging ser ies . In fact , i f the argument i s 

< 0.25, then only the f i r s t terra i s needed. Za any event, after the transient 

dies away in Eq. (10) only the f i r s t term in Eq. (11) i s important. 

We now have 

o a exp(-tf D t) , (12) 

and for t - i i t , 

9 o exp(-B D i i t ) . (13) 
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Let us parameterize the argument of Eq. (13) such that s Q = (-3 D At)"*1, 

i.e., a number characteristic of the number of shots necessary to changeover 

and using the fact that the HR is proportional to o^: 

f\ a ejcp(-i/S0) . (14) 

Since f. is proportional to the amount of H diffused from the bulk for i 

greater than ~ 10, if *e fit the exchange data (Fig. 3) to a line on a semilog 

plot, we can then determine SQ from the slop* of that line. If we take the 

natural logarithm (In) of S-, we obtain 

ln(F0) = - InD - ln(Ua.; . (15) 

For activated diffusion, where D *= o Q exp(-E/KT), we have 

ln(SQ) - E/KT - ln(C>0) - ln(BAt) . (16) 

We are, therefore, able to infer the activation energy of the diffusion 

process via an Arrhenius plot (see Fig. 4) of S Q (fitted for the data away 

from the tr nsients at the beginning of the changeover). From these data we 

infer the activation energy using this model to be E = 0.15 ± 0.02 eV. This 

energy is characteristic of surface diffusion processes. 
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These results are consistent with recent measurements made by Causey and 

Wilson on POCO graphive which implicate interpore diffusion aa an important 

process in graphite. We hypothesize that the porosity can have large amounts 

of adsorbed hydrogen from exposure to air for long period of time (~ months) 

after vacuum baiting. More bulk dissolved hydrogen is close to pore surfaces 

for higher porosities, waking bulk dissolved hydrogen :aore available. The 

hydrogen adsorbed in the pores can aur^aue diffuse to the active area, 

producing the observed exchange rates for TFTR. 

E. CONCLUSIONS 

We have found that TFTR has experienced abnormally long hydrogen to 

deuterium isotopic exehanqe times compared to other tokamaks. These long 

changeover times occurred when the large moveable limiter was receiving only a 

small fraction of its designed power loading and was not getting veiry hot. 

Once the plasma was heated by ~ 6 MW of neutral beam power, the limiter 

loading increased to the point where the temperatures exceeded 2700°K. When 

the limiter was hot, the isotopic exchange was much' faster, dropping by an 

order of magnitude during the high temperature operation of the limiter. 

We have presented a simple analytical model that predicts that there will 

be an initial rapid changeover subsequently dominated by activated diffusion 

from the bulk of the limiter (E " 0.15 eV), provided that there is sufficient 

source. The limiter has been measured to have 1 at.% hydrogen concentration, 

of which only about one-tenth is necessary to account for the observed 

hydrogen in TFTR exchange experiments. 
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FIGURES CAPTIONS 

PIG. i. partial pressures of 8 2 (2), HD (3), and D 2 (4) as a function of time 

after a plasma discharge (shot #12897). We fuel the plasma with 

deuterium gas puffing. The H in this scan is from internal apparatus 

of the vacuum vessel liberated during the plasma discharge. 

FIG. 2. Limiter temperature versus power input to the plasma less the power 

radiated away. The balance of this power presumably goes to the 

limiter since complete power balance (to within 10%) accountability 

has been obtained for several dozen shots. See text and Ref. 12 for 

details. 

FIG. 3. a) Hydrogen fraction for sosie of the shots taken in the Oct 83/Jan 94 

run period when the limiter temperature was below the sensitivity 

limit of our infrared camera (300°C). The line drawn is a decaying 

exponential (in shot number) with decay constant of 616. This 

constant is representative of the changeover from hydrogen to 

deuterium. b) Hydrogen fraction for exchange when the Hmlter 

loading was about 5 HW. The decay constant for the curve drawn is 

67. 

FIG. 4. Arrhenius plot of the decay constant S 0. The line drawn through the 

data implies an activation energy of 0.15 ev with a variation of 

0.03 ev. The error bars drawn represent 10% errors. 
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